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Simple Experiments in Physics

Bending, Inversion, Erosion

The forces of bending, inversion and erosion operating in the construction of the open space between Tel Aviv and Jaffa, and in Jaffa is behind generated the works 

exhibited in Ha-Lobby Gallery,Tel-Aviv

The works can be read as the "findings of the place". They narrate the transformation of a space which is in the last palpitations of erasure and forgetfulness. The 

findings are objects and photographs, but at the same time they are tools in the attempt to interpret the events.

The ornament jars, the plants, the cast templates, and the eroded construction materials emitted from the sea, define and report on the past of the space. These are 

present in the exhibition as a representation of testimonies of this coercion and erosion.

The willowing canes [Fragmentis Australis], and their rhizomatic root that spreads its branches in areas that insist on remaining as they have always been, spring forth 

from underneath the ground, from the time layer where they once served as fences between Jaffa's houses. 

The canes in the film are relentless as they move about and bend as last witnesses standing by the preserved houses and the whitened and Jewified showcase gardens.

As measuring instruments of what is seen the works also express the failure of the gaze as a means of rehabilitation. At the same time the works also harbor a proposal 

to attentiveness and listening to the voices produced by the action [like the  the bent cane], and the construction part that have turned into pebbles emitted and amassed 

along the coastline.

'Simple experiments in physics' is the title of school books where pupils learn on basic physical systems, and this exhibition is the first in the series of experiments.

 



Legend, List of Works

 

1.

'The evolution of a jar in space' is an experiment in the forces of the imaginary circuit. Cast cement Finjan jar, sawn, newly reassembled, turned upside down.

The Finjan jar is present in the space in yards and entrances of houses as a sign of openness and hospitality. Inversely, in my work the top of the Finjan turns into a 

hat worn historically by Jews, and as such refers to segregation and exclusion.  Both are potent images. They appropriate, exclude, they are conflicted and 

overwhelm each other. Such are the forces of the imaginary circuit, and so is the centripetal force (inside out) that drives the sawn jar. A chaotic entity comes forth, 

harboring many codes and cultural signs, but in the last instance is emptied of them.







2.

The sea sand came from the Nile after being eroded along the mountains of the African continent. It was driven through the Nile Delta, turning north along the 
Mediterranean, on the coastline of Israel/Palestine. Of this sand tiles were made and houses were floored. Once the houses were destroyed the tiles were laid waste 
on the coastal line of Ajami neighborhood in Jaffa. From there the tiles and other stones were sucked into the sea, and then re-emitted – forward and backward, to 
and fro, with the movement of the sea flows. The tile eroded in the sea and turned into a pebble, and after the last storm I found it on the beach. The itinerary of the 
tile, and its erosion, tell on a variety of human, geological, economic and political histories





3.

A photograph was taken of the lawn on Jaffa’s slopes that covers the destruction heaps facing Ajami’s houses. A barbeque mangal marked a scorched area of the 

lawn.

The eroded silicate stones emitted from sea turned into pebbles, telling a Jaffa's story of the powers of nature, economy and politics.

These stones are used in the work as weights, laid on nailed wooden soles.

The Fakir experiment: When our body stands on a nail on one stabbing spot the pain is greater than when we stand on a group of nails, because the surface is larger 

and the pain diminishes.









4.

In this experiment I look at what is seen and evaluate its weight in me.

Weights cast in glass template, hanged on a net that selects and separates. The reference is to body organs – weight in my heart, weight in my stomach, in the kidneys, 

on the back and on parts of the face. The net is akin a greed of measurements that stands in front of the sight we experience.

 







5.

Calcareous rock, upside down glass. 

Etzel  House – on the beach, at the heart of the bent curve between Tel Aviv and Jaffa. This is the only sandstone house left after the destruction of Al-Manshiyya 

neighborhood, where Arabs and Jews once lived. It was turned into the Etzel Museum that describes the Jewish conquest of Jaffa.





6.

Bending a cane

In this experiment I try to follow the shape of the coastal curve between Jaffa and Tel Aviv. The bending is done gradually and carefully, up to the breaking point of 

the cane. By listening to the sound of the bending of the cane I recorded and studied its frequencies map.

The graph of the sounds of the cane exposed a variety of frequencies that my ear could not hear.

(Data processing: Or Rimer)  





 7.

Measuring laser of the perpendicular and the horizontal.







8.

The ruler of the glass forearm.

A ruler consisting of a photograph of a waiter clearing glasses from a restaurant table.

 







9.

Casting of barrier dome.





10

Video Installation

The canes that come and go, move along the horizontal plane underneath the earth, and spring forth upwards to the perpendicular - only in the spots where conditions 

allow. Witnesses and signs of the boundaries of the houses and yards of Jaffa before the take-over by the Real Estate forces.

The canes like the pebbles turn into witnesses of history that has been erased.  

 

”Forward and backward, forward and backward we go.”




